Cut and Form Radial Components to Stand-off, Snap-in, Layover, and even SMT Preform Transistors, LED’s, Capacitors and Hall Effects to name a few.

Single Operation Ensures Repeatability

- Dies mount on the SS-1A for foot pedal actuation, single feed operation. Ideal for low volume applications.

Whether your volume is high or low, Manix has the die for your application. Choose from a variety of dies including stand-off, snap-in, lock-in, layover, SMT, and flush mount snug-in. Fixed dies offer repeatability of cut and form. Custom radial dies are a standard at Manix. Send a form drawing and our technical specialist will quote the appropriate die.

Dies can be fabricated to cut only, form only, or the most popular, cut and form the component in one actuation.

Choose From a Variety of Lead Form Dies